
 
 
 
 
 

Component 6:  
What we will know after this sequence:   

• How to make assessments from given criteria, justifying their choices 
• How to use appropriate language to describe and feedback about a performance 
• How to evaluate their own and others performances using highly critical and detailed terminology taught 

this term  
Vocabulary:  
Allocate, sequence, appropriate, rolls, jumps, apparatus, landings, take off, run up, control, accuracy, levels, 
direction, control, accuracy, power, assist, start, finish position, critique, evaluate, positives, strengths, weaknesses, 
improvements,  
How will this feed into my next learning: 
SEND:  
To have plenty of space and to only focus on small heights if coordination and dexterity is poor. To have option of choosing partner/group as well as area 
they want to work in so they know which areas they can/can’t use as well as appropriate apparatus. 

Component 4:  
What we will know after this sequence:   

• The appropriate vaults and jumps within a sequence using the 
apparatus 

• How to gain height on take-off and show quality shapes in the 
air along with controlled landings 

• How to choose more difficult ways to vault onto apparatus and 
shapes off of apparatus 

Vocabulary:  
Allocate, sequence, appropriate, rolls, jumps, apparatus, landings, take off, 
run up, control, accuracy, levels, direction, control, accuracy, power, 
performance 
How will this feed into my next learning: 
Pupils will use their knowledge of constructing sequences to create a more 
complex gymnastics sequence using apparatus including a range of rolls, 
jumps, movement and balances.  
SEND:  
To have plenty of space and to only focus on small heights if coordination 
and dexterity is poor. 

Component 5:  
What we will know after this sequence:   

• How to perform a controlled routine choosing different rolls, 
jumps and balances 

• How to repeat a longer more challenging sequence showing 
body tension and clarity of shape 

• The extended routine to ensure actions are linked fluently 
using a variety of levels, speeds and directions 

Vocabulary:  
Allocate, sequence, appropriate, rolls, jumps, apparatus, landings, take 
off, run up, control, accuracy, levels, direction, control, accuracy, power, 
assist, start, finish position 
How will this feed into my next learning: 
Pupils will use their gymnastics skills and knowledge from the term to 
perform their final sequences and peer-assess critically.  
SEND:  
To have plenty of space and to only focus on small heights if coordination 
and dexterity is poor. To have option of choosing partner/group as well as 
area they want to work in so they know which areas they can/can’t use as 
well as appropriate apparatus.  

Component 3:  
What we will know after this sequence:   

• How to perform jumps from the apparatus showing control 
and accuracy 

• How to copy and repeat a ‘squat on’ to apparatus showing 
control, accuracy and jump with improved body tension and 
shape 

• A variety of creative jumps from apparatus changing speed and 

direction landing them with increased control 
Vocabulary:  
Apparatus, bench, landing, grip, 
tables, boxes, squat on, travelling, 
pathways, performing, shapes, 
techniques,  
How will this feed into my next 
learning: 
Pupils will use their knowledge and skills of rolling, jumping and jumping 
onto and off apparatus to construct their own short sequence using these 
ideas.  
SEND:  
To have plenty of space and to only focus on small heights if coordination 
and dexterity is poor. 

Component 2:  
What we will know after this sequence:   

• How to perform a range of basic jumps showing control and 
accuracy when landing 

• A sequence of jumps with a partner and perform them in 
order, successfully remembering the order of their actions 

• How to perform a sequence of jumps with a partner showing 
good height, a variety of shapes, excellent body tension and 
controlled landings 

Vocabulary:  
Jumps, tension, controlled landings, height, actions, partners, accuracy, 
weight distribution, straight, tuck, pike, straddle, ½ turn, full turn 
How will this feed into my next learning: 
Pupils will use their rolling and jumping skills to then explore ways of 
jumping and vaulting to and from apparatus.  
SEND:  
To have plenty of space and to only focus on small heights if coordination 
and dexterity is poor. 

Component 1:  
We should know:  
What we will know after this sequence:   

• how to roll in different directions showing some control and accuracy when rolling sideways  
• how to roll in a circle and attempt backwards roll progressions 
• how to perform a variety of rolls from different starting and finishing positions for forward and 

backward rolls 
Vocabulary:  
Rolls, forwards, backwards, sideways, progressions, circle, directions, crouched position, speed, momentum,  
How will this feed into my next learning: 
Pupils will use their skills of accurate rolls to explore how to develop their own jumping techniques that 
include turns.  
SEND:  
Whole Topic - To have individual mat so they have enough space and are not overwhelmed by whole class. To have pictorial representations of rolls to 
support them as well as lots of practical demonstrations by teacher and fellow peers.  

Final Outcome: To perform and evaluate a gymnastics sequence 
that includes rolls, jumps and balances on and off the apparatus.  
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